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Kinship and Cannibalism
Understanding w h y animals avoid preying on relatives offers
insights into the evolution of social behavior

David W. Pfennig

C

annibalism-the ingestion of
all or part of a conspecificis c o m m o n , occurring i n
nearly every major vertebrate and
invertebrate group (Elgar and Crespi
1992). In some s~ecies.certain individuals even divelo; specialized
weaponry to facilitate the capture
and c o n s u m ~ t i o nof c o n s ~ e c i f i c s
(Figure 1).One consequence of cannibalism is that cannibals may occasionally have t o choose between eating" a relative or a nonrelative. D o
cannibals discriminate among potential prey? In particular, d o they
avoid eating" relatives? In this article.
I address these issues by reviewing
both the theory of how kinship should
affect prey choices and the evidence
bearini on these ~redictions.I also
explore the beha;ioral mechanisms
used by animals to identify kin.
Interest in k i n s h i ~and cannibalism stems from the advent of modern
behavioral ecology, which has tended
to view natural selection-the agent
of most evolutionary change-as a
struggle between genes rather than
one between individuals or groups.
Hamilton's (1964) theorv of inclusive fitness in'itiated such ah approach
and provides a tool for understanding how behavior that benefits re-
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must
decide between investing
in personal reproduction
(by engaging in indiscriminate cannibalism)
Often

Or

to

"

a

(by not

eating that relative)
cipients but decreases the fitness of
donors can evolve. Investigations of
kinship and cannibalism provide a n
excellent arena for testing Hamiltonian ideas on the evolution of altruistic behavior. A cannibal that avoids
preying on kin thereby provides benefits t o its relatives, but the cannibal
suffers the personal cost of diminished growth or survival by forgoing
a meal (Crump 1992). Such costs,
however, may be only superficial. A
cannibal that does not harm relatives may actually act in its own
genetic self-interest by propagating
genes shared with kin, including
genes for kin recognition. I therefore
begin my discussion of kinship and
cannibalism by examining Hamilton's hypothesis.

Evolution of altruism
Explaining the occurrence of altruism has perplexed biologists ever
since Darwin first advanced his

theory of evolution by means of natural selection ( ~ l e x a A d e r1974). After all. if natural selection favors
those individuals that produce the
most surviving young, how can a
behavior evolve that entails helping
others t o survive and reproduce, especially if it reduces the helper's own
survival and reproduction?
The resolution of this ~ r o b l e m
comes from shifting the emphasis in
evolutionary theory from individual
organisms t o thei; genes (Dawkins
1976). Natural selection can be regarde'd as the differential survival of
alternative alleles, and individual
organisms can be viewed as temporary vehicles built by genes to enable
them to survive and reproduce. The
most successful alleles in this comDetition are those that most effectively
promote their own transmission t o
subsequent generations. Often this
selection favors those individuals that
produce the most surviving young.
However, alleles can be shared not
just by parents and offspring, but by
all relatives, which can have similar
alleles through descent from a common ancestor. Natural selection does
not distinguish alleles transmitted
through descendants from those
transmitted through collateral relatives, such as siblings. Thus, individuals can propagate their alleles
not only by reproducing themselves
but also by helping relatives to reproduce. In essence, altruism-promoting alleles spread because they
promote care for copies of themselves (Dawkins 1976).
Hamilton (1964) formalized this
idea and used it td develop a far-

profit from the altruistic behavior,
which equals the recipient's extra
offspring production multiplied by
the relatedness of the altruist and the
recipient, exceeds the genetic loss,
which is the decrease in the altruist's
offspring production resulting from
its efforts to help other individuals.
Hamilton termed this measure of
evolutionary success inclusive fitness,
because it encompasses both transmission of alleles through offspring
(the "direct" component of an actor's
fitness) and transmission of copies
of those alleles through collateral
relatives (the "indirect" component
of an actor's fitness). Inclusive fitness theory, or kin selection, helps to
explain the evolution of nepotism,
particularly in the unusual organisms, such as ants, many bees and
wasps, and naked mole-rats, in which
individuals have evolved t o be
subfertile or sterile and spend their
lives nurturing collateral relatives
(Hamilton 1964).

Kin recognition

Figure 1. Tiger salamander larvae (Ambystoma tigrinurn) occur in nature as two
alternative morphs: a typical morph (upper left) that feeds mostly on invertebrate prey,
and a cannibal morph (upper right) that has a wider gape, enlarged teeth, and modified
oral bones to facilitate the ingestion of conspecifics (bottom). Cannibals are induced
facultatively by high densities of conspecifics. Upper photos: James Collins.

reaching evolutionary principle,
Hamilton's rule, which describes the
spread of an altruism-promoting allele. This rule incorporates three
terms: the coefficient of relatedness,
r, between an altruist (the "actorn)
and the individual receiving help (the
"recipient"), where r is a measure of
the genetic similarity between individuals by virtue of descent from a
common ancestor; the cost of the
act, c, in terms of future offspring
production that the actor loses by

behaving altruistically; and the benefit of the act, b, in terms of the extra
offspring that the recipient gains.
Hamilton's rule states that an allele
for altruism will increase in frequency
in a population if the following inequality is satisfied:

In other words, an altruism-promoting allele will increase in frequency in a population if the genetic

Although Hamilton's theory seemed
to resolve an age-old problem-explaining the evolution of altruismit initially met, nevertheless, with
skepticism, because it predicted that
organisms would be able to identify
relatives. Other than parent-offspring recognition, such abilities were
unknown for any organism. Soon,
however, investigators began to look
for-and to find-Hamilton's anticipated kin recognition abilities in multiple vertebrate and invertebrate taxa
and across the spectrum of social and
cognitive complexity (Fletcher and
Michener 1987, Hepper 1991).
Recently, several authors have
suggested that the existence of kin
recognition does not necessarily imply that natural selection has favored
organisms to discriminate kin per se
(e.g., Grafen 1990). In particular,
the finding that certain organisms
preferentially assist relatives rather)
than nonkin cannot always be interpreted as evidence of kin selection,
because numerous adaptive and
nonadaptive explanations could account for such behavior (Emlen et
al. 1991). For example, many frog
and toad tadpoles associate preferentially with kin. Although this behavior has been suggested to reflect
BioScience Vol. 47 No. 10

selection to recognize relaformicivorus; Mumme et al.
No kin recognition
Kin recognition
tives and to dispense nepo1983),and many species of
tism (e.g., Blaustein and
rodents (Elwood 1992).
Waldman 1992), tadpoles
Some species even avoid
e
may associate with any
collateral, or non-descen\ conspecifics that smell like
dant, kin. For example,
a
a
r
<a rc--b+
r z2za
the natal site as an incidenwhen presented with their
tal effect of adaptive habitat
sisters' and less-related fes3ra
selection (Pfennig 1990).
males' broods, paper wasps
;"\
K
That is, remaining near
(Polistes fuscatus) preferenO'~
--3cJL/ r>
L*
home, rather than helping
tially consume the latter
kin, may be the selective
(Klahn and Gamboa 1983).
basis for this example of Figure 2. Any gene that permits a cannibalistic bearer to recog- Honeybees (Apis mellifera)
nize kin should spread because it promotes care for copies of
apparent kin recognition. itself. Imagine two fish families, one of which does not carry such also avoid cannibalizing
therefore, the mere a gene and thus cannot identify its kin (left), and the other of
kin. In particular,
existence of kin recognition which is genetically predisposed to distinguish kin (right). par- workers discriminate bedoes not demonstrate that ents produce two offspring each (only one parent is shown), but tween queen- and workerthe behavior evolved be- not all offspring survive, because they resort to cannibalism laid male eggs, preferencause of its beneficial ef- when faced with a food shortage. Thus, in the third generation, tially cannibalizing the
only half of the members of the family that cannot recognize kin
fects on relatives.
latter (Ratnieks and VissOne way to determine if survive to reproduce; the others are eaten by siblings. By ,-her 1989). hi^ discrimia given instance of kin rec- contrast, three out of four fish survive in the family that can nation makes sense in light
ognition has evolved by kin identify relatives because half of them ate fish from another ofHamilton,s rule. All henfamily. By the fifth generation, the family that is genetically
eybee workers are female,
is to study kin dis- predisposed to distinguish kin predominates.
crimination in contexts for
and within any given hive,
which the inclusive fitness
these workers are mostly
consequences are unambiguous. In als who prey on heterospecifics (Crump half sisters, because their queen
other words, the best contexts for 1992).
mother often mates with multiple
applying Hamilton's rule are those
Cannibalism may be costly, how- drones. Therefore, workers are often
for which the associated costs and ever. Because conspecifics are often more highly related to sons of the
benefits can be estimated. One such evenly matched in fighting ability, queen (their brothers) than to sons
context is cannibalism. Inclusive fit- cannibalism may increase the can- of fellow workers.
ness theory predicts that cannibals nibal's risk of injury. Moreover, as I
The most dramatic examples of
that can recognize and avoid de- discuss later, eating a conspecific may kinship altering prey preferences
stroying kin should often be favored heighten the cannibal's chances of come from species in which some
over individuals lacking this ability. acquiring deleterious parasites or individuals are at particularly high
In essence, avoidance of kin canni- pathogens (Polis 1981). Finally, can- risk of harming relatives. Certain
balism is a form of nepotism, and nibals may risk killing relatives and protozoans, rotifers, nematodes, and
any gene encoding this behavior diminishing the indirect component wasp and amphibian larvae exist in
should spread because it promotes of their inclusive fitness.
nature as either of two structurally
survival of copies of itself (Figure 2).
Thus, the fitness consequences of and behaviorally distinctive morcannibalism are relatively clear-cut, phs-they can be either cannibalistic
making it an ideal behavioral con- or noncannibalistic (Polis 1981).
of cannibalism
text in which to apply Hamilton's Which form an individual assumes
Cannibalism involves fitness benefits rule. I therefore begin by asking depends primarily on the environand costs for the cannibal; the victim whether kinship affects prey choices ment in which it was raised. Thus, in
usually incurs only costs, unless by in ways predicted by Hamilton's rule. these "cannibalistic polyphenisms"
both types can occur within one
being eaten it can elevate its inclugroup of siblings. Inclusive fitness
sive fitness, a nonintuitive point to Kin recognition
theory predicts that cannibalistic
which I will return later. The pri- and cannibalism
mary benefits of cannibalism are that
morphs should have more refined
the cannibal simultaneously obtains Numerous cannibalistic species iden- kin recognition abilities than nona meal and kills a potential competi- tify and avoid eating kin. Parents cannibalistic morphs, because the
tor. In terms of the first benefit, refrain from preying on their own former are at greater risk of harmcannibalism can make the difference offspring but readily cannibalize less ing kin.
between life and death to the canni- related young in desert isopods
The strongest support for this prebal if alternative food sources are (Hemilepistus reaumuri; Linsenmair diction comes from spadefoot toads,
scarce (Polis 198 1).Moreover, indi- 1987), milkweed leaf beetles (Labi- Spea, a desert-dwelling amphibian
viduals who prey on conspecifics may domera clivicollis; Dickinson 1992), genus that breeds in rain-filled pools
obtain a better balance of the nutri- waterstriders (Nummelin 1989 ) , in western North America. Spadefoot
ents that are necessary for growth poeciliid fishes (Loekle et al. 1982), toad tadpoles possess a unique means
and body maintenance thanindividu- acorn woodpeckers (Melanerpes of acquiring extra nourishment,
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closely related sisters and, indirectly,
themselves.
a
Cannibalistic polyphenisms,
therefore. vrovide remarkable illustrations d i h o w a cannibal's behavior is responsive to its kinship environment. Thev also reveal how
kinship enviroiment might affect
morphological development as well.
Morphogenesis-like
behavior-is
often context devendent. and an ability to alter moiphological development in response to kinship environment would be especially valuable
to organisms exhibiting cannibalistic polyphenism, in which individuthereby hastening deals develop structures that can be
velopment (Pfennig
used as weaponry against conspecif1992). All begin life
,
9
ics and, potentially, kin. In two reas noncannibalistic
cent tests of this hypothesis, tiger
omnivores, feeding
mostly on detritus and plankton. over first cousins ( r = 118). The two salamander larvae and spadefoot
Occasionally, however, an individual tiger salamander morphs do not differ toad tadpoles were found to be sigchances to eat another tadpole or a in kin recognition abilities, however, nificantly more likely to express the
freshwater shrimp. Eating such a probably because both are normally cannibal phenotype in mixed sibship
meal can trigger changes in that predacious; both would, therefore, groups than in pure sibship groups
(Pfennig and Collins 1993, Pfennig
individual's cranial musculature and need kin recognition abilities.
A remarkable example of nepotis- and Frankino in press). Sibship-spegut morphology, and, most important, in its dietary preference. These tic cannibalism is found in Copido- cific olfactory signals, which are used
changed tadpoles start to feast ex- soma floridanum parasitic wasps, in assessing whether to cannibalize
clusively on other animals-includwhich infest the eggs of noctuid more distait relatives in preference
moths. The brood of this wasp are to close kin, appear to mediate larval
ing conspecifics.
As predicted by inclusive fitness composed of two types of larvae: typi- development into a cannibal.
Although the feats of discriminatheory, omnivorous and cannibalis- cal parasitic larvae, which develop into
tic morphs have different kin prefer- adult wasps, and larger precocious tion outlined above are impressive,
ences (Pfennig et al. 1993). Omni- larvae, which move about in the host their existence is neither necessarv
vores vreferentiallv school with haemocoel but die before vuvation nor sufficient to demonstrate th&
siblings, whereas their cannibalistic (Figure 3). Precocious larvae tknd to they are the result of kin selection.
siblings preferentially associate with be females and preferentially attack Indeed, not all cannibalistic animals
nonsiblings. Cannibals also nip at their brothers (Grbic et al. 1992). avoid eating kin. For example, indisconspecifics, and, after tasting them, Cannibalism of brothers reflects a; criminate cannibalism of kin and
either eat them (ifthey are nonsiblings) asymmetry in relatedness between nonkin has been observed in hatchling
or release them unharmed (if they males and females of this species. snails (Baur 1992), among nestmate
These wasps are polyembryonic, ant queens (Leptothorax acervorum;
are siblings).
~ a r v atiger
l
salamanders, Am- meaning that each egg divides asexu- Bourke 1994), in certain families of
bystoma tigrinum, also occur as ally to produce a brood of geneti- tiger salamanders (Pfenniget al. 1994),
small-headed "typical" morphs that cally identical siblings that feed to- and, occasionally, in spadefoot toad
eat ~rimarilvinvertebrates but occa- gether on the same host individual. tadpoles (Pfennig et al. 1993). A few
sioially conspecifics and as large- Brothers and sisters are related to species even ingest kin primarily; for
headed cannibal morphs that feed their own sex by r = 1. However, example, in some sharks, only one
mainly on conspecifics (Figure 1). because wasvs (as well as ants. bees. embryo may survive in each oviduct
after it engulfs related embryos and
All larvae are born with the typical and certainlother animals) have
morph phenotype. They remain form of sex determination known egg capsules (Wourms 1977); larval
typicals if they develop under low as haplodiploidy-in which males marbled salamanders (Ambvstoma
densities of consvecifics: however. develop from unfertilized eggs and opacum) prefer to eat siblings as
under crowded cdnditioni, some in: are haploid, and females develop opposed to nonsiblings (Walls and
dividuals transform into cannibals from normally fertilized eggs and Blaustein 1995);acorn woodpeckers
(Collins and Cheek 1983). When are di~loid-brothers are related occasionally consume eggs of close
housed with smaller larvae'that dif- t o sistlrs by 112,whereas sisters are kin (Mumme et al. 1983);and lactatfer in relatedness, both morphs pref- related t o brothers by 11.4. Thus, by ing female black-tailed prairie dogs
erentially consume the more distant preferentially killing their broth- (Cynomys ludovicianus) cannibalize
relatives (Pfennig et al. 1994). They ers rather than their sisters, preco- offspring of close relatives (Hoogland
even prefer to eat nonrelatives ( r = 0) cious larvae benefit their more 1985). After examining how kin are

Figure 3. Larvae of
polyembryonic wasps
of the genus Copidosoma. (a) Precocious
larvae. (b) Normal larvae. (The two figures
are not drawn to scale.)
Precocious larvae tend
to be females that preferentially cannibalize
their brothers. Drawing
reprinted from Godfray
1992 and used with permission of Macmillan
Magazines Ltd.
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identified, I will return to the question of why some animals fail to
avoid killing and eating kin.

Other votentiallv cannibalistic
organisms use phenotypic cues to identify kin. Such phenotypic recognition
cues can be any aspect of an organism's
phenotype that signifies kinship reliHow are kin recognized?
ably (Pfennig and Sherman 1995,
The process of kin recognition can Sherman et al. 1997). Thus, Belding's
be conceptually partitioned into three ground squirrels (Spermophilus
steps: a recognition cue or label is beldingi), paper wasps, desert iso~roduced:an individual oerceives and pods, honeybees, and tiger salainterprets this label; consequently, it mander larvae can recognize relaacts appropriately (Sherman et al. tives by assessing their fakiliarity to
1997).The labels may be produced by odors of conspecifics. Most potenrecivient organisms themselves tiallv cannibalistic animals ~ r o b a b l v
("phenotypic recognition"), or, al- employ both phenotypic and nonternatively, they may lie in clues re- phenotypic cues to identify relatives.
lated to time or vlace that do not For example, spadefoot toad tadinvolve recipient phenotypes ("non- poles avoid eating relatives primaphenotypic recognition"). The latter rily by avoiding those areas of the
function only when relatives are en- pond where their relatives are found
countered at vredictable times or lo- and secondarily by using taste to
cations. For example, acorn wood- distinguish the phenotypes of kin
peckers live in communal nests with and nonkin (Pfennig et al. 1993).
several sisters. and females someIn the second stage of kin recognitimes destroy and eat their sisters' tion, a potential cannibal perceives
eggs. After a female begins to lay her the label associated with the recipiown eggs, however, she will not dis- ent and assesses its relatedness. Beturb any eggs in the nest (Mumme et fore it can do so, an organism must
al. 1983), implying that these birds learn these kin recognition labels
rely on timing clues to recognize their from other relatives, its environment,
or itself (Sherman et al. 1997). For
own eggs.
Timing cues are also implicated in instance,'~eldin~'s
ground sqiirrels
parent-offspring recognition in sev- learn recognition odors from nesteral rodent svecies (Elwood 1992). mates, which tend to be kin (Sherman
Males and fimales bf such species and Holmes 1985). Paper wasps, by
show a temporal shift in infanticidal contrast, learn recognition odors
tendencies such that they cannibal- from their nest, which serves as a
ize pups only when their own young rich repository of their nestmates'
are unlikely to be present. Thus, in phenotypes (Gamboa et al. 1986).
female hamsters, gerbils, and wild Some organisms, however, have no
house mice. cannibalism ceases with opportunity to learn about kin relithe onset of pregnancy. After their ably from their relatives or their enyoung are weaned, however, females vironment (Sherman et al. 1997).
typically resume pup cannibalism. These must resort to self-inspection
This behavioral inhibition of canni- through a phenomenon dubbed the
balism is probably mediated by the "armpit effect" (Dawkins 1982).For
dramatic hormonal changes that oc- example, when honeybees are reared
cur during gestation. Males also be- in isolation.,thev, learn their own odor
come less cannibalistic during times and then favor similarly smelling full
when their own young are likely to sisters over paternal half sisters, whose
be encountered-namely, after they slightly different genetic makeup rehave mated and at approximately sults in a different odor (Getz 1991).
Regardless of whether an indithe time when their young are born.
Other organisms use locational vidual learns kin recognition cues
cues to identify kin. For example, from its relatives, the environment,
before engaging in cannibalistic be- or itself, that individual forms a
havior, cannibalistic female spiders, memory, or "template," of these lascorpions, and Tribolium beetles bels. Recognition occurs when releave the area into which their young cipient phenotypes later match these
disperse (Polis 1984), thereby de- templates closely enough (Sherman
creasing the probability of killing and Holmes 1985). Once recognition has occurred, the outward manitheir own offspring.
L,
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festation of kin recognition-kin discrimination-takes place only when
the actor decides what action to take.
This decision is often context dependent. In general, individuals are expected to treat relatives and nonrelatives differently only when the
inclusive fitness benefits of discrimination exceed the costs (Reeve 1989).

Hamilton's rule
and cannibalism
I now turn to the perplexing issue of
why cannibalistic animals sometimes
recognize kin and sometimes do not.
We can address this issue by applying Hamilton's rule to determine
whether individuals facultatively
adjust their behavior in ways that
enhance their inclusive fitness. Such
plasticity in expression of cannibalistic behavior provides the best evidence for kin-selected kin recognition in cannibalistic species. This
flexibility is predicted by Hamilton's
rule, which says that organisms
should be sensitive to all three parameters (r, b, and c), each of which
can vary independently of the other
two. Thus. indiscriminate cannibalism of kin and nonkin-indeed, even
cannibalism of siblings-can be favored if there is a sufficient decrease
in b and/or increase in c to offset the
increase in r. For example, the benefits of discriminating kin (6) will
decrease if targets of cannibalism are
unlikely to reproduce anyway (e.g.,
when they are too small or malformed).
,, and the versonal costs of
such discriminations to the cannibal
(c) will increase if the benefits of
feeding outweigh the fitness costs of
eliminating even a close relative (e.g.,
when the cannibal risks death or
reproductive failure by forgoing a
meal: Eickwort 1973).Cannibalistic
spadefoot toad tadpoles, for instance,
are less likely to avoid eating siblings
when they are hungry than when
they have just eaten (Figure 4). Presumably, cannibals cease to discriminate kin when their own survival is
threatened-that is, when the cost of
passing up a meal increases. This
flexibility in kin preference makes
sense, because a cannibal is always
more closely related t o itself than to
its sibling.
Some species may cannibalize
closely related individuals, includu
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24 h

48h

24 h

Interval between meals

Figure 4. Cannibalistic animals are expected to treat relatives and nonrelatives
differently only when the inclusive fitness benefits of discrimination exceed
the costs. Food was withheld from five
carnivore morph spadefoot toad tadpoles for 2 4 li, 48 h, and then 2 4 h again
(i.e., sequentially over a 96 h period). At
the end of each fasting period, the cannibals' consumption of siblings and nonkin
was assessed. An asterisk indicates that
the observed value was significantly less
than random expectation (indicated by
the horizontal line). This experiment
shows that when satiated (i.e., when
they have not eaten for only 2 4 h), cannibalistic carnivore morph spadefoot
toad tadpoles eat significantly fewer kin
than nonkin. When hungry, however,
(i.e., when they have not eaten for 48 h)
these same animals engage in indiscriminate cannibalism. Data are from Pfennig
et al. 1993.

ing siblings, because close kin are
often the only conspecifics available
to a malnourished organism; again,
even.cannibalism of close kin can be
favored in such desperate situations
because a cannibal is .more closely
related to itself than to its kin. In
these cases, the victim serves as a
"food cache" of energy and nutrients for its kin. There may even be
selection for sibling cannibalism in
species in which the mother is unable
to provide her offspring with the
provisions they need to develop: Victims essentially function as packages
of live meat for their kin, a phenomenon dubbed the icebox hypothesis
(Alexander 19741. An extreme case
bf this food-cache strategy can be
seen in animals (e.g., certain insects
and frogs) that produce infertile
"trophic" eggs to nourish their newborn.
Although these ideas help to clarify
why certain cannibals engage in in672

discriminate cannibalism, they do not
explain why some species, as in some
of the examples given above, actually prefer to eat kin. One possibility
is that such examples may reflect
altruism by the victim. In other
words, it may be in a victim's best
genetic interest to sacrifice itself to a
cannibalistic relative if the victim is
unlikely to reproduce anyway (see
box page 673).
In general, the decision of whether
to cannibalize or not (or whether to
sacrifice oneself to a cannibal or not)
is a problem of allocation. Cannibals
often must decide between investing
in personal reproduction (by engaging in indiscriminate cannibalism)
or "helping" a relative to reproduce
(by not eating that relative). Natural
selection should strike a balance so
that even cannibalism of close kin
can evolve if the disadvantages of
decreasing the indirect component
of the cannibal's inclusive fitness are
less than the consequences of starvation or reproductive failure owing to
inadequate nutrition.
Viewing cannibalism as a way to
reallocate resources can also be generalized to include cases of redeployment of tissues or cells within an
individual organism. For example,
many animals "cannibalize" their
own muscle tissue as a means of
acquiring needed protein when food
intake is reduced. In this case, the
cost of destroying such tissue is generallv minimal. because the tissue
bein; absorbed has no chance of
getting into the germ line. Such intra-organismal cannibalism should
involve greater "cooperation" between cannibal and victim than inter-organismal cannibalism, because
the different units (e.g., soma and
germ line) of a single individual are
closely related. By contrast, interorganismal cannibalism typically
takes dace between nonkin and is.
therefbre, characterized by conflic;
(see box page 673).

Another hypothesis for
discriminatory cannibalism
Kinship may influence the prey
choices of cannibals for evolutionary reasons other than, or in addition to, kin selection. To see why, we
return to an important cost of cannibalism: pathogen transmission.

Many pathogens are known to be
transmitted via cannibalism (Polis
1981).Perhaps the most famous disease whose spread is linked to cannibalism is kuru, a deadly nerve degeneration disease afflicting humans.
Although the exact cause of kuru
remains elusive, the disease appears
to be transmitted infectiouslv from
victim to cannibal through contamination of hands during handling of
infected tissue (Klitzman et al. 1984).
A more direct connection between
disease transmission and cannibalism was established in natural populations of tiger salamanders (Pfennig
et al. 1991). In populations in which
cannibals are rare, late-summer bacterial blooms correlate with massive
die-offs of salamanders (Pfennig et
al. 1991). During epidemics, most
salamanders in any given pond die,
but cannibal morph larvae are disproportionately represented among
the dead (Pfennig et al. 1991). The
over-representation of cannibals
among the dead may reflect lethal
bioaccumulation of pathogenic bacteria in tissues of cannibalistic larvae
that feed on sublethally infected conspecifics. In support of this explanation, cannibals in the laboratory that
were fed a single diseased conspecific were more likelv to die from
disease than were typicals that were
simply exposed to (but did not eat) a
diseased animal, or cannibals that
consumed only a single healthy conspecific (Pfennig et al. 1991).
Although these results show that
pathogens can be transmitted via
cannibalism, they do not necessarily
show that intraspecific predation is
more costly than interspecific predation. Pathogens can be transmitted
by interspecific predation as well as
by intraspecific predation, and eating a diseased heterospecific may be
as dangerous as eating a diseased
conspecific. However, individuals
may be more likely to acquire pathogens from conspecifics than from
heterospecifics (Freeland 1983) because conspecifics are more similar
genetically than heterospecifics; thus,
selection for pathogen host specificity and resistance to host immune
defenses will render a pathogen more
likely to infect a conspecific than a
heterospecific. Indeed, cannibalistic
tiger salamanders that were fed diseased conspecifics were significantly
BioScience Vol. 47 No. 10

Cooperation and conflict between cannibal and victim
Are victims of cannibalism ever expected t o sacrifice themselves t o cannibals? Cannibalism of kin suggests
a n intriguing possibility: Occasionally, it may be in a n individual's best interest t o sacrifice itself t o a
cannibalistic relative, if, by doing so, the victim can increase its inclusive fitness. T o identify the conditions
favoring "cooperation" between cannibal and victim, I use a general form of Hamilton's rule (Grafen 1 9 8 4 ) ,
which predicts that strategy x (e.g., cannibalism) will be favored over a n alternative strategy y (e.g., n o
cannibalism) if

where r is the coefficient of relatedness between actor (e.g., cannibal) and recipient (e.g., victim of cannibalism); (Bx- By) is the expected change in number of offspring accruing to the recipient if the actor performs
strategy x as opposed t o strategy y; and (BIZ- BIy) is the expected change in number of offspring accruing to
the actor if it performs strategy x as opposed t o strategy y.
Compare the t w o strategies from the cannibal's perspective-engaging
in cannibalism (cannibalism)
versus not engaging in cannibalism ( n o cannibalism)-and from the victim's perspective-sacrificing oneself
t o a cannibal (cannibalism) versus not sacrificing oneself t o a cannibal ( n o cannibalism). The expected
number of offspring produced by the cannibal is C if it engages in cannibalism, and C ' if it does not engage
in cannibalism. The expected number of offspring produced by the victim is 0 if it sacrifices itself, and V if
it does not sacrifice itself.
First, from the cannibal's perspective, what conditions favor cannibalism? The cannibal is the actor, and
the quantity (BIx - B'y) in the equation above therefore equals ( C - C ' ) , which is the change in the expected
number of offspring produced by the cannibal when it engages in cannibalism versus when it does not. The
quantity (Bx- By) equals ( 0 - V), which is the change in the expected number of offspring produced by the
victim when it is cannibalized versus when it is not. Substituting these values into the equation above yields
Y(-V) + ( C - C ' ) > 0
which simplifies to
r

c

( C - C') /V

Next, under what conditions is a victim favored t o sacrifice itself t o a cannibal? In this case, the victim is
the actor, and the quantity (B', - B',) equals ( 0 - V), which is the change in the expected number of offspring
produced by the victim when it is cannibalized versus when it is not. The quantity (B, - B ) equals ( C - C ' ) ,
which is the change in the expected number of offspring produced by the cannibal w&en it engages in
cannibalism versus when it does not. Substituting these values into the first equation yields
Y

( C - C ' ) + (-V) > 0

which simplifies t o

Thus, if V < ( C - C ' ) , then ( C - C ' ) / V > 1, and the cannibal will always be expected t o engage in
cannibalism, because the third equation, r c ( C - C ' ) /V, can never be satisfied (because r cannot exceed 1).
Cannibalism will also be favored from the victim's perspective (i.e., it is expected t o sacrifice itself), so long
as the fifth equation, r > V / ( C - C ' ) , is satisfied. In other words, we expect cooperation between cannibal
and victim.
By contrast, if V > ( C - C ' ) , then the cannibal will be expected t o engage in cannibalism only if the third
equation, r c ( C - C ' ) /V, is satisfied. However, the victim is never expected t o give itself up willingly, because
V / ( C - C ' ) > 1, and the fifth equation, r > V / ( C - C ' ) , can never be satisfied because, again, r cannot exceed
1. In other words, there should be conflict between cannibal and victim.
T o summarize, cannibal and victim are expected t o cooperate if V < ( C - C ' ) and r > V / ( C - C ' ) . By
contrast, they are expected t o conflict if V > ( C - C ' ) and r c ( C - C')/V. Empirical d a t a clearly demonstrate
that conflict is more common than cooperation. This observation makes sense, because the condition for
conflict, V > ( C - C ' ) , will almost always be met. In other words, the total number of offspring produced by
individuals t h a t escape cannibalism ( V ) will almost always be greater than the change in number of offspring
accruing t o cannibals as a result of engaging in cannibalism ( C - C ' ) . Note, however, t h a t self-sacrificial
behavior will be favored if the victim has little chance of reproducing on its own (i.e., if V = 0 ) .
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more likely to die from disease than
those that were fed similarly diseased heteros~ecifics.'
Pathogen transmission is clearly
an important cost of cannibalism,
and it may provide a general explanation for whv cannibalism is infrequent in most species. Selection
against pathogen transmission may
also help to explain unusual cases in
which food-limited animals kill conspecifics but do not consume them.
For instance, lactating female
Belding's ground squirrels kill infants of nearby mothers but rarely
ingest their victims (Sherman 1981);
the larvae of two species of mosquitoes (genus Toxorhynchites) attempt
to kill, but do not eat, all other
larvae in their tree hole or bamboo
hollow (Hamilton 1970); and certain nestling birds kill their siblings
but do not eat them (Stanback and
Koenig 1992). Presumably, these
animals forgo consuming a freshly
killed prey item, even though there
would be no risk of retaliation or of
diminishing the indirect component of
the cannibal's inclusive fitness (because the victim is already dead), as a
conseauence of the enhanced risk of
acquiring deleterious pathogens.
The observation that pathogens
may be especially transmissible
among conspecifics has important
implications for understanding the
evolution of kin recognition in cannibalistic species. Just as conspecifics
may be more likely than heterospecifics
to infect each other, close relatives
may be more likely than nonrelatives
to exchange pathogens. Indeed, some
pathogens exhibit such a high degree
of host specificity that they only infect hosts with a single genotype
(Burdon and Jarosz 1988). Moreover, there is mounting evidence that
contagious, debilitating pathogens
may be more highly transmissible
among genetically similar conspecifics (i.e., kin) than among less genetically similar conspecifics (i.e.,
nonkin; Shykoff and Schmid-Hempel
1991). Again, this difference may
reflect the fact that individuals that
have diverged from one another more
recently (e.g., conspecifics and kin,
as compared with heterospecifics and
nonkin) have more similar immune
ID. W. Pfennig, S. G. Ho, and E. A. Hoffman,
1 99 7, submitted manuscript.
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systems and are, thus, afflicted by
similar varieties of pathogens.
If individuals are indeed more
likely to acquire pathogens from relatives than from nonrelatives, then
natural selection should favor individuals that avoid those forms of
contact with close relatives, such as
cannibalism, that facilitate disease
transmission. Whether selection to
avoid harmful diseases can explain
kin recognition behavior in any cannibalistic species, however, is currently unknown. Future investigation is required t o resolve this
important issue.

Conclusions
The fundamental premise of inclusive fitness theory is that individuals
will behave in ways that maximize
their genetic representation in subsequent generations. Hamilton's rulethe mathematical embodiment of
inclusive fitness theory-provides us
with a powerful theoretical tool for
examining the evolution of nepotism. Investigations of kinship and
cannibalism are ideal for studying
the evolution of nepotistic behavior
because the fitness consequences of
cannibalism are relatively unambiguous. Consequently, the parameters
in Hamilton's rule can be estimated,
making it possible to test inclusive
fitness theory. Cannibalism also represents a clear manifestation of the
conflict between individuals and is,
therefore, an excellent context in
which to study the evolutionary resolution of such strife (see box page
673).
A number of issues regarding kinship and cannibalism require further
clarification. Three in particular
promise to be fruitful areas for future research. One issue is the adaptive significance of kin recognition
in natural populations: Does kin recognition enhance the indirect component of a cannibal's inclusive fitness? Another unresolved issue is the
role of kinship in facilitating disease
transmission. Enhanced risk of acquiring disease may explain why cannibalism is not more common; can
disease transmission also explain why
some cannibalistic animals avoid
eating kin (especially in those instances in which a relative is killed
but not eaten)? Finally, do victims

sometimes sacrifice themselves to
cannibals and thereby enhance the
indirect component of their inclusive fitness? The answer to this question may help to further illuminate
the conditions favoring cooperation.
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